Cloud computing drives innovation and productivity across the economy, just as the electric grid did a century ago—yet it is more capable and dynamic, and it still in its early stages. Cloud is important not just at the firm level, but also for economic growth and global competitiveness.

**KEY TAKEAWAYS**

- Cloud computing is a powerful and disruptive technical architecture that is now breaking out into the mainstream economy. Millions of organizations use it, but adoption is more broad than deep, accounting for just 7.2 percent of global IT spending.

- Cloud enables better operating and business models by lowering costs and increasing business agility, innovation, and productivity. By taking over the hard work of operating IT, it allows users to focus on their core strengths and customer needs.

- Cloud is a platform, providing a common architecture spanning over 200 IT services, including machine learning. Major clouds are ecosystems: Thousands of companies build products on them, which creates more value than any of them could alone.

- Policymakers should accelerate cloud adoption and improve citizen services with a federal cloud modernization moonshot.

- Other policy measures should include enhancing security, strengthening cross-border data flows, building workforce skills and inclusivity, and preserving competition.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a powerful and disruptive technology that is now breaking out into the mainstream economy, more than a decade after launching in 2006. Millions of companies are using some form of cloud computing, often from Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, or other providers. Successfully adopting cloud computing will be a key determinant of which countries will prosper in the global economy. Cloud computing lowers costs, creates technical and business agility, and enables innovation and digital transformation. In 2020, the global market for cloud services was $270 billion and cloud companies listed on U.S. markets had more than $1 trillion in capitalization.¹ Hundreds of new cloud services are being introduced and thousands of new venture-backed cloud companies are being formed.² Yet, cloud computing is still in its early days, given more than $3 trillion in annual global information technology (IT) spending and decades of accumulated investment in traditional IT infrastructure. In short, cloud adoption is more broad than deep. Most companies use the cloud for only a small share of their IT needs, and spending on cloud computing is just 7.2 percent of annual global IT spending.³ It’s early in this disruptive shift, and it’s important to better understand cloud computing’s successes and challenges. Cloud computing is important not only for individual companies’ success, but also for economic growth and global competitiveness. It’s what economists call a “general-purpose technology” that is pervasively used across most sectors. The cloud is becoming a platform that drives innovation and productivity across the broader economy. It represents the digital equivalent of the electric grid, only one that is more capable and dynamic.

Cloud computing is important not only for individual companies' success, but also for economic growth and global competitiveness.

After a brief introduction to what cloud computing is, this report focuses on the economic impact of cloud. It addresses why cloud computing matters for a country’s economic success—which has not received as much focus as the cloud’s technical and business impact. It then analyzes the economics of the cloud sector, including industry structure and market dynamics. The report recommends five areas where cloud computing excels and five challenges that need to be met to fully capture the benefits of the cloud. It concludes with a policy agenda for cloud computing. Governments will inevitably address cloud-related policy issues as cloud’s reach and power expand. Recommendations for policymakers include accelerating adoption with a federal cloud-modernization moon shot; improving security and resilience; preserving competition by encouraging application portability; strengthening governance and enabling cross-border data flows; and building workforce skills and inclusivity.

II. WHAT IS CLOUD COMPUTING?
Cloud computing is a powerful technical architecture for IT, driven by technologies such as software virtualization. Just as important, cloud architecture enables new operating and business models. As a starting point, cloud computing provides IT resources (e.g., compute, storage) as a pay-only-for-what-you-use service delivered over the communications network by a third party. This is in contrast to the predominant model in which users directly “own and operate” on-premises physical IT equipment. The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) states
“cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources ... that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.” An important capability of the cloud is that IT resources can be scaled up when demand increases, or scaled down and turned off, delivering agility gains and cost savings. We break down the cloud’s defining characteristics in figure 1.

Figure 1: What is cloud computing?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defining Characteristic</th>
<th>Traditional On-Premises IT (or What the Cloud Is Not)</th>
<th>Cloud Computing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pricing and cost structure</td>
<td>Pay up-front licensing or purchase. Fixed costs</td>
<td>Pay as you go, only for what you use. Variable costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset ownership and maintenance</td>
<td>Customer owns and maintains IT assets</td>
<td>Customer “rents” cloud provider’s infrastructure. Customer still owns their data and applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service model</td>
<td>Customer provides their own IT service</td>
<td>Cloud provides the service to the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity scaling and provisioning</td>
<td>Fixed capacity. Typically controlled by customer’s IT department</td>
<td>Variable. Elastic on-demand scale up and down, in near real time. Self-service provisioning by the customer, within limits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic location</td>
<td>On the customers’ premises or leased data center</td>
<td>Cloud provider data center, accessed via the network. Location specific or agnostic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated or shared infrastructure</td>
<td>Typically dedicated only to the owner or purchaser</td>
<td>Shared with other customers. Software partitions create isolated resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three Layers of the Cloud: IaaS, PaaS, SaaS. Cloud computing is typically broken into three major parts, each covering a collection of services. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provides the underlying IT infrastructure such as compute, storage, and networking. Platform as a service (PaaS) provides middleware, databases, and developer and management tools to build and support applications. Software as a service (SaaS) provides a fully managed application that customers directly use such as email, financial applications, or supply chain management. While all three layers operate together, each represents a different scope of adoption of the cloud by the user (see figure 2). Each involves a different technical part (often called a “layer of the stack”) of the technology solution. As users move from IaaS to PaaS to SaaS, they shift more responsibility for IT to the cloud provider. This typically provides lower costs and more agility, but entails less control over individual IT resources. Users can and do adopt different services independently, as each user takes their own journey of cloud adoption. This reflects different customer priorities and skill levels. There is no one right starting point for adopting the cloud.
For example, at the IaaS level, customers store data, run web servers, and provide back-up and recovery services in the cloud. At the PaaS level, customers often run databases in the cloud for high scalability and availability, while also shifting database maintenance to the cloud. At the SaaS level, customers run applications such as email and collaboration, human resources management, and accounting systems in the cloud. In practice, the lines between these approaches and services blur, and cloud providers’ offerings overlap across markets. There are also new so-called “XaaS” markets emerging such as Function as a Service (FaaS). These XaaS markets are important, but mostly smaller markets in earlier stages of adoption.

**Figure 2: Different approaches to the cloud have different scopes of adoption**

Another distinction is between public and private clouds, which use similar technology. The major difference is public clouds offer services to the general public and the same cloud infrastructure is shared by many different entities, whereas private clouds are typically limited to a single organization. Private clouds are usually smaller in scale and can trail the cost and performance of public clouds. “Hybrid cloud” refers to combining traditional on-premises IT with public clouds. We discuss the benefits and limits of hybrid cloud.

This paper focuses on public cloud IaaS and PaaS. The primary providers of IaaS and PaaS are the same. IaaS and PaaS also share similar characteristics: Both are underlying technical resources that support the application, and both are predominantly used by IT managers and software developers rather than end-users. The IaaS and PaaS markets are moving closer together as providers offer services that combine their functionality. In contrast, SaaS is led by a different set of software providers (e.g., Salesforce, Workday, ServiceNow), and end users interact directly with the application. While SaaS takes advantage of and runs on top of IaaS and PaaS infrastructure, SaaS’s core value added is the application itself.
This paper also focuses on enterprise cloud markets that serve businesses, governments, and organizations—rather than individual consumers. While companies such as Facebook and Twitter use similar cloud technologies and run, in part, on top of enterprise cloud providers, they are consumer-focused companies. For the most part, they do not offer their services “wholesale” for other businesses to build on, but rather effectively offer SaaS applications to consumers. The consumer cloud companies also have different business models, often driven by advertising spending. This is not to say only enterprise providers define the cloud; there are a wide array of services offered by many others that compose the cloud. For the purposes of this paper, enterprise and consumer raise different issues.

III. WHY CLOUD COMPUTING MATTERS TO ECONOMIC SUCCESS

IT is the foundation of a modern economy. IT underpins the operations and workflows across every facet of an organization. Companies in every industry use IT to develop products, orchestrate supply chains, drive the selling process, run operations, and manage every step of the business. Every government uses IT to provide citizen services, from health care to education, and to manage back-office operations. In fact, 28 percent of U.S. business investment is in IT, and the U.S. federal government spends over $100 billion annually on IT.\(^{11}\)

Cloud computing is an emerging technology architecture that is driving growth, productivity, and innovation. New computing architectures come in waves.\(^{12}\) The mainframe dominated in the 1960s and 1970s, the PC in the 1980s, client-server in the 1990s, the Internet in the 2000s, and cloud computing took off in 2010 and is now gaining scale. Previously, new technology waves drove productivity gains and economic growth.\(^{13}\) Each new architecture builds on the prior one and delivers lower cost and more capability. Each wave deepens IT penetration of the economy, reaching more users and integrating IT with more economic activity. While cloud computing technology is new, it builds on a past technical lineage that includes network computing, grids, and distributed computing. Further, cloud computing is integral to new IT-driven business developments that have broad economic impact. For example, technologies such as artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) and Internet of Things (IoT) depend on robust computing and are being built directly into the cloud infrastructure and offered as cloud services. The cloud will become the platform for AI/ML.

Cloud computing is a better economic model for IT. It’s the digital equivalent of the electric grid—and is more powerful. Cloud computing finally delivers on the promise of IT by shifting the hard work of operating IT infrastructure to the cloud—with lower costs and better performance. It represents the industrialization of IT wherein cloud effectively standardizes and outsources the IT infrastructure to a cloud service provider. Cloud computing applies modern statistical process controls to IT similar to modern manufacturing. Customers no longer need to buy, deploy, operate, maintain, and own their IT infrastructure. The public cloud operates IT better, so customers don’t have to.

First, cloud computing has lower costs. An International Data Corporation (IDC) study sponsored by Amazon Web Services (AWS) shows cloud infrastructure has 31 percent lower operational costs than comparable on-premises infrastructure, and has even greater savings when people and downtime costs are included.\(^{14}\) Greater scale and technical innovation lead to rapid quality-adjusted price declines, according to economists Byrne, Corrado, and Sichel, of 7 percent \textit{per year} for computing power, 12 percent per year for database, and 17 percent per year for
storage. The cloud is also more automated, enabling new capabilities and whole IT infrastructures to be deployed and managed with only a few key strokes. IDC estimated, in an AWS sponsored report, that IT staff efficiency is 62 percent greater in the cloud, while developer productivity is 25 percent greater. Second, cloud has better capital efficiency. It drives greater capacity utilization by aggregating demand across many customers and sectors, which each have their own usage profile. On-premises servers are typically used 20 percent of the time, whereas in the cloud, utilization typically well exceeds 50 percent. This reduces server over-provisioning and drives better asset efficiency. Third, the cloud has better energy efficiency and a lower carbon footprint. Google says its data centers use about six times less overhead energy for every unit of IT equipment than the average data center does. This progress is increasing.

On an operating level, even large, sophisticated organizations have challenges implementing and upgrading IT. IT is not most companies’ or governments’ core competency, or even purpose. Each customer has to implement and operate their own IT system. For large mission-critical systems such as finance, customer records, and supply chains, implementation can take years. For example, HP implemented an application upgrade in 34 systems around the world, but the 35th failed, causing the company to miss its quarterly financial goals and its stock price collapsed. In another example, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs initially spent $1.1 billion over five years on an electronic health record system that it was not able to implement. In large part, this is because each enterprise’s IT environment is different, complicated, and brittle. Over $1 trillion globally is spent on people-based IT services each year to make these complex systems work. Even when successfully deployed and operated, traditional on-premises IT rapidly becomes out of date, causing a build-up of “technical debt” that needs to be modernized and replaced. Users then have to re-implement IT all over again. And IT implementation and operations are the easy part, relative to the challenge of getting real business value or government-mission value from IT. As discussed in more detail below, cloud computing is simply a better way for most of IT.

Cloud computing drives specialization and the division of labor, enabling the business, operations, services, and everything that uses IT to become much better. The cloud is not only a cheaper and better way of operating IT, it enables businesses and governments to focus on their customers, their core business, and the value added of satisfying needs. One of the most powerful ideas in economics is specialization and division of labor. The cloud takes specialization and division of labor to a new level in IT, wherein the cloud provider specializes in the IT infrastructure so users doesn’t have to. The JPMorgan Chase bank has stronger IT capabilities than most, but it requires an army of 40,000 people in its IT organization with a $9 billion annual budget. As an apt historical analogy, in the early industrial revolution, manufacturing mills were built on rivers to provide water power. Each manufacturer had to generate, distribute, maintain, and own their power, similar to how most enterprises today own and operate their IT. However, after electric-power technology became good enough, manufacturing mills began outsourcing electricity to the power grid, so they could focus on running their core manufacturing processes. They specialized in what they were good at boosting economic productivity.

Cloud computing drives innovation across the economy. Because cloud is a variable cost that can be turned on and off when needed, it lowers the cost of experimentation and failure. This reduces risk and enables faster time to market for new products. The entire economy benefits, but this is especially important for smaller companies that may not be able to afford larger up-front capital
purchases. The cloud also drops barriers to company formation, a key source of innovation and job growth.\textsuperscript{26} Indeed, start-ups were some of the first users of the cloud. Most of the new Internet-based companies are cloud-native and, because they are starting fresh, their entire businesses are built on top of cloud IT infrastructure.

The larger significance of cloud computing is it’s becoming the IT platform on which the economy is built. The distributed electric grid enabled the creation of hundreds of new products such as consumer appliances, and whole new industries such as radio and television broadcasting. As we will discuss, companies today (e.g., Twitter, Snap, Netflix) are building their whole business on the cloud, and large enterprises (e.g., Bosch, Providence Health, Procter & Gamble) are migrating existing IT to the cloud.\textsuperscript{27} We’ll show how cloud lowers cost, boosts productivity, and shifts scarce talent to higher value-added applications and business processes. It enables enterprises to move faster and be more agile. Cloud computing is spreading across every industry, providing flexible enabling technologies from basic computing to ML. The cloud enables businesses to reinvent each step of the business, including marketing, product development, manufacturing, selling, and financial management. Cloud computing is more than just the latest IT innovation. It underpins the broader economy directly enabling the “digital transformation” of the economy. The digital economy is powered by the cloud.

**IV. CLOUD ECONOMICS, INDUSTRY STRUCTURE, AND MARKET DYNAMICS**

**Cloud Adoption Is in Early Stages—Adoption Is More Broad Than Deep**

The market for cloud services is developing quickly but is still in the early stages. IaaS officially started in 2006, and in the last 10 years, adoption has accelerated beyond early adopters and is now breaking into mainstream users. Millions of organizations are using the cloud for specific applications and workloads. By number count, cloud computing is crossing over into the mainstream. However, measured by share of total use, market penetration is low, especially for new or advanced services. AWS CEO Andy Jassy recently pegged overall cloud adoption at 4 percent of global IT spending, and Gartner data shows 7.2 percent.\textsuperscript{28} The latest National Science Foundation (NSF) business survey data shows similar low penetration.\textsuperscript{29}

SaaS ($103 billion globally in 2020) and IaaS ($74 billion) are the two largest markets by revenue, with PaaS the smallest ($46 billion).\textsuperscript{30} The SaaS market scaled first, building on the prior Application Service Provider model. SaaS adoption is much higher than PaaS or IaaS, exceeding 25 percent of the software application market, led by cloud-native companies such as Salesforce.com, Workday, and ServiceNow.\textsuperscript{31} Most traditional software companies such as Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, and Adobe are moving from traditional licensed, on-premises software to the SaaS model.\textsuperscript{32} All three markets are growing significantly faster (32 percent combined global growth rate) than is global IT spending (approximately 4 percent growth). As customers become more skilled at using the cloud, adoption grows, in turn increasing the spending, scale, and number of services used. Most customers use foundational services such as compute and storage. However, more advanced services such as ML, Internet of Things, and specialized databases still have low adoption.\textsuperscript{33}
There Are Multiple Market Segments With Different Customer Needs

Different customers are at different stages of adopting the cloud and have reached different levels of cloud maturity. The key buying factors and customer needs vary across customer maturity and market segments. Some of the earliest cloud adopters were start-ups that valued the speed of near instant provisioning of IT, cash-conserving pay-as-you-go pricing, and access to world-class technologies. For some users, core capabilities such as lower cost, business continuity, and remote access matter most. For others, the ability to outsource IT at global scale and achieve granular management and security is key. While for advanced users, cloud-native architectures and software development practices enable them to rapidly test products, innovate, and achieve superior business agility. Ultimately, cloud computing is integral to organizational change and culture, becoming a source of competitive advantage. This is most identifiable in start-ups that built cloud-native architectures from the start (Airbnb, SmugMug, Pinterest). Yet, established firms are also going all in on the cloud in sectors ranging from banking, where Capital One has closed eight data centers, to education content providers such as Blackboard, Ellucian, and Instructure.

Cloud Providers Have Large Economies of Scale and High Fixed Costs

Large economies of scale are a defining characteristic of the cloud computing businesses. IDC tracks $74 billion of investment in global cloud infrastructure in 2020, and the leading cloud providers each spend billions annually.\(^35\) Microsoft and Amazon each have dozens of geographic regions and more than 150 data centers globally.\(^36\) They don’t disclose cloud-only CapEx data but it takes tens of billions of dollars to build cloud data centers globally, provision gigabit networks, and develop the software infrastructure. Opening a new region is typically a >$1 billion investment.\(^37\) The competition for scarce technical talent is also fierce.
Once providers incur this big fixed cost, the average cost for each unit of compute and storage declines as volume and utilization grows (figure 4). Cloud infrastructure is heavily automated, and providers have developed proprietary knowledge about design and management. Providers scale to millions of computing cores and petabytes of data without adding people, blowing past traditional industry benchmarks for the number of system administrators per server or database. This ultimately results in lower prices for users. Cloud providers also have greater economies of scale in purchasing, becoming the largest buyers of storage, memory, and compute. For example, the cloud is one-third of the global server market, up from just single digits a few years ago.38 In addition, there are large soft costs such as compliance, which take years to achieve for the dozens of security and compliance regimes needed. All of these create substantial entry barriers for IaaS platform providers. However, lower-cost, large-scale IaaS providers reduce entry barriers for PaaS and SaaS, which can more quickly and cheaply leverage the massive cloud IaaS infrastructure. PaaS and SaaS can run their products on top of IaaS, choosing to buy IaaS rather than build it.

Figure 4: Cloud computing economies of scale39

Customers Benefit From Declining Prices and Improved Price Transparency
Compute, storage, and database are the largest segments of the market and show large price declines. AWS alone has cut prices over 70 times across services and regions since launching. Economists Byrne, Corrado, and Sichel analyzed published AWS prices from 2009 to 2016 and found that quality-adjusted prices fell rapidly (see figure 5).40

- Compute prices (EC2) fell on average by 6.9 percent a year from 2009 to 2016 and, more rapidly, by 10.5 percent a year on average from 2014-2016 once Microsoft and Google started publishing prices publicly in 2014.
- Storage (S3) pricing fell on average by 17.3 percent a year from 2009 to 2016 and on average 25.1 percent a year from 2014 to 2016.

- Database (RDS) pricing fell on average by 11.6 percent a year from 2010 to 2016 and on average -22.6 percent a year from 2014-2016.

Falling prices are driven by 1) cost declines from economies of scale and technical innovation, 2) competition to win over customers from traditional on-premises providers that capture >90 percent of IT spending, and 3) competitive rivalry among the major cloud providers. For example, in a six-month period in 2012–2013 when cloud adoption started to pick up, AWS, Microsoft, and Google made over 20 price cuts.41

**Figure 5: Declining prices for cloud computing**

Cloud service pricing has become more complicated as the number of services and pricing models have grown. But this comes with greater choice and visibility. Prices for specific services are publicly published on cloud provider websites. Pricing differs by type of service (e.g., compute) and within a service (e.g., size and mix of computing power, memory, and networking optimized for different workloads). Cloud providers also offer a growing number of pricing models in addition to the standard no-up-front-charges, pay-only-for-what-you-use model. Customers achieve even greater discounts for committing to larger volumes and longer time periods, and pre-paying. There is even a “spot market” for computing power and a secondary market with cloud brokers and resellers. As users get more confident and capable managing their cloud spending, they are able to shift their mix of usage to even lower cost “reserved” capacity, thereby reducing their overall costs even further than standard price discounts. These pricing options are more transparent than most traditional software licensing. However, with more pricing choices,
customers must know both their usage patterns and how to use cost management tools to get the most benefit.

The Top Three Providers Have 60 Percent Global Market Share
Synergy Research data measuring the combined IaaS, PaaS, and hosted private cloud revenues for Q4 2020 shows that Amazon has 32 percent share, Microsoft has 20 percent, Google has 9 percent, followed by Alibaba and IBM each at around 5 percent, and then Oracle. This concentration reflects the large economies of scale previously noted. Our estimated Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI)—a measure of market concentration—is around 1,600, which is at the low end of “moderately concentrated” markets, according to Justice Department guidelines. Note, HHI is a static snapshot and doesn’t capture market dynamics. The top three market share leaders have stayed in the same order. AWS invented the market for public cloud computing, is the leader measured by revenue, and has led the Gartner magic quadrant for 10 successive years. Microsoft is number two, gaining 10 points of share from 10 percent to 20 percent from 2017-2020, as it pivoted to the cloud. Google and Alibaba are also making smaller share gains. Providers outside the top 10 are consistently losing share, and are down to a combined 20 percent share. We examine switching costs in the next section. Each company has its own focus:

- **AWS** emphasizes technical performance, a customer-driven product roadmap, and offers unmatched breadth and depth of its services. It has led the push into new cloud services from analytics to satellite data.
- **Microsoft** has built out its cloud service portfolio to narrow the gap to AWS. It leverages its existing relationships with customers, installed base of Office/Office 365 and Windows operating systems, and extensive go-to-market ecosystem of sellers and partners.
- **Google Cloud** has technical strengths, including its heritage in data and analytics. Under CEO Thomas Kurian, Google is improving its enterprise selling and support capabilities, and targeting vertical sectors.
- **IBM** emphasizes hybrid cloud computing, leveraging its large on-premises customer base. Especially with its Red Hat acquisition, IBM is focusing on multi-cloud and hybrid cloud management.
- **Oracle** is focused on large enterprises and mission-critical workloads. It leverages its proprietary and widely deployed database and enterprise application (ERP) software.
- **VMWare** runs on top of AWS, Azure, Google, IBM, and other clouds but no longer offers IaaS data center hardware infrastructure. VMWare leverages its leading position in on-premises virtualization and offers a common solution across the private cloud, the hybrid cloud, and the public cloud.
- **Major telecoms** (VZ, AT&T) and **legacy IT** providers (HPE, Cisco, Sun (now part of Oracle)) have exited the market, unable to keep up with the large investments required in services and infrastructure. Telecoms still have a presence in “hosting” customer IT equipment.
- **China’s** state-led economy has systematically nurtured and protected Alibaba, Tencent, Huawei, and Baidu. Alibaba dominates in China and is a major player in Asia. Tencent is growing rapidly too. The Chinese government requires non-Chinese cloud providers to operate through a Chinese partner in China.
Europe is trying to build its own European data infrastructure. The EU is driving the GAIA-X project and the European Cloud Initiative, in which it expects to invest €2 billion.46

Figure 6: Cloud provider market share and growth rate, Q1 2021 (IaaS, PaaS, and hosted private cloud)47

The Cloud Is a Platform With a Partner Innovation Ecosystem

AWS, Microsoft, Google, Alibaba, Tencent, and others enable thousands of competitors and tens-of-thousands of partners to leverage their underlying cloud platforms and provide more specialized services. This includes hundreds of independent software vendors (ISVs) which offer additional services where the cloud platforms have no offering as well as competitive offerings. For example, data analytics ISV Snowflake has a $60 billion market cap and competes directly with and runs on top of AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google clouds. Similarly, VMWare offers its widely used virtual machine software in partnerships with AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google, IBM, and directly competes with them.

While cloud computing is disrupting on-premises IT environments, partners are building cloud practices to both stay relevant to their customers and participate in cloud growth. For example, Rackspace manages its customers’ accounts on AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud. All the major system integrators have built large businesses advising customers on how to move to the cloud and performing migrations. Accenture has created a dedicated business group called Accenture Cloud First with 70,000 employees, and it has $11 billion in cloud-related revenue.48 Cloud providers are encouraging this migration by building formal partner ecosystems that offer joint market-adoption programs, technical assistance, and business incentives. They also provide resources to software developers to incentivize adoption of their tools and technologies. AWS, Microsoft, and Google have built online marketplaces wherein customers can find software, data, and services from pre-approved partners and pay for pre-tested and pre-integrated software. AWS
has over 7,000 listed products and 300,000 active customers that have purchased 1.6 million subscriptions. All of this gives government and enterprise customers access to innovative solutions from new and small companies they may not normally interact with, while giving small companies access to new customers.

As we’ll discuss in more detail, the major clouds are expansive platforms that each have a common architecture and management. They are developing network effects and attracting partners. The ecosystems with the most scale and best services win. Cloud computing also reduces lock-in by providing lower switching costs and more portability than traditional IT environments. In a rapidly changing IT industry, partners have to innovate and move “higher up the stack” to products important to their customers’ businesses. History shows that products (e.g., the browser) commoditize over time and can be absorbed as features in the underlying platform. The biggest competitor to the cloud is the more than 90 percent of the enterprise IT market that remains on-premises. In addition, given the early stage of cloud adoption, venture capitalists are pouring billions of dollars into new company formation, and there is an active market for cloud mergers and acquisitions. Leading VC firm Bessemer Ventures in 2020 tracked $186 billion in private cloud investments and “record breaking cloud M&A activity.”

**Products Are Differentiated “Up the Stack”**

Computing is often characterized as a commodity, despite the complexities of managing and securing IT. Core services such as compute and storage are more homogenous and portable between IT environments. Cloud computing technologies such as virtual machines, containers (software that packages application code and its dependencies so that they run across IT environments), and de facto standards help create interoperability and portability. For an example, see the widely used open source Kubernetes containers. Published cloud prices for similar compute offerings are typically very similar between Azure and AWS, indicating homogeneity. Yet, there are differences even in these core services. For example, AWS’s Nitro system moves virtualization and management to a separate chip and uses a custom Graviton processor, thereby improving security and performance and lowering costs by freeing up resources for the customer that were previously used by the system. In addition, Nitro’s modularity enables faster innovation. Cloud providers are also trying to differentiate by creating 40 types and sizes of compute offerings that are optimized for different workloads.

Another example is object storage, which is the native technology to store different kinds of data in the cloud—and is often considered a cheap commodity. However, Azure, AWS, and Google are adding dozens of features and services, many of which are sufficiently differentiated to be separately priced, including security, compliance, availability, retrieval performance, and content management. Add database, analytics, ML, messaging, media services, security, developer tools, Internet of Things, AR/VR, and robotics, and cloud computing shows real differentiation. These higher-level differentiated services will in time become a growing part of the cloud. Though counting services is arbitrary, Azure and AWS offer >200 different named services. In addition, providers are adding many new features to these services, which itself points to differentiation (figure 7).
Integration Across the Industry Value Chain Is Low, But Increasing

Cloud providers purchase servers, semiconductors, memory, and storage, choosing to “buy rather than build” as their primary approach (figure 8). However, given their scale, the big three are increasing their role in the value chain, using their own designs and components. A good example is in semiconductors, where they design custom chips for ML to provide better performance, costs, and product differentiation (e.g., Google Tensor Processor; AWS Inferentia and Trainium). They also heavily customize servers, storage, and switches for better energy and operational performance, though they are built from largely standard industry components by original equipment manufacturers. Microsoft and AWS have also designed their own branded computing hardware for edge applications, such as Azure Stack and AWS’s Outposts and Snowball, which are still in the early stages of adoption.

In order to improve the performance of their services, cloud providers largely own or lease and operate their own global internal communications networks linking their data centers and regions. Their customers, however, purchase bandwidth from telecom carriers in order to reach cloud connection points. In addition to the networks themselves, the big three providers also primarily own and operate their own data centers, seeing them as a source of differentiation. Yet, they also use third-party data centers to supplement capacity and enter international markets quickly. Cloud providers’ core value-added is their software. Open source also plays an important role, and for some services (e.g., Kubernetes containers, Cassandra databases, Kafka event streams), cloud providers build a “managed service” based on open source code. Cloud providers rely heavily on third parties for professional IT services such as consulting, workload migration, and application modernization. While providers have their own professional services staff, they are often used for key customers or technically challenging deployments.
Profitability Is Similar to Large Software Companies

We estimate cloud operating margins at scale are in the 30 percent range, similar to the largest software companies. Operating profit margins for the largest scale cloud (AWS) were 29.8 percent in 2020. Adjusting Microsoft’s “Commercial Cloud” business’s gross margin to operating margins (so it is comparable to AWS) shows 36.2 percent. However, this may be overstated due to cross subsidization between Microsoft’s Azure cloud and its traditional on-premises software. Microsoft is also able to decide how to categorize revenue within large, multi-product enterprise agreements that include both cloud services and traditional software. Google Cloud is not yet profitable, with -32.4 percent operating margins in Q4 2020, though it has improved over the last 3 years. Losses reflect both the big investments Google is making to compete with AWS and Microsoft and that it has not yet achieved the scale for profitability. Note, cloud services have a different revenue recognition model than traditional licensed software, which may make it appear less profitable in margin percentage terms with GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles) accounting. Most cloud revenue is on a usage basis, so revenue recognition is spread out over time—whereas most traditional software has a large license revenue component that’s recognized at the start.

Cloud economics are still evolving. Cloud services may have lower gross margins than traditional software, because it has substantial cost of goods sold (COGS) due to energy, data centers, and network bandwidth, plus the aforementioned usage-based revenue recognition. However, the step down to operating margins may be less severe. Traditional software companies have large sales and marketing costs, typically 20–25 percent of revenue. The cloud has potentially lower sales and marketing costs given the cross-selling of higher value-added services from the same platform, more scalability, and greater self-service use. From an industry value chain perspective, we expect cloud to accelerate the shift in revenue and profits from hardware and components to the cloud, and from legacy software to the cloud. Long term we also expect cloud to shift profits away from people-based IT services, since those services (e.g., IT outsourcing, maintaining servers) are increasingly provided by cloud automation. However, over the next three to five years, we expect cloud computing to create offsetting demand for people-based IT services to help users migrate to the cloud, refactor applications, and manage and secure their cloud environment.

The Cloud Is a Good Fit for Most, But Not All, Applications

Cloud computing is a general-purpose technology, but there are always exceptions where the cloud is not the best fit. For example, some specialized applications in high-performance computing (HPC) are not designed for the scale-out horizontal architecture of the cloud and still
run best on HPC-optimized infrastructure. While most applications can be run in the cloud, they may not take advantage of cloud-native architectures and get the full benefits of the cloud. Some workloads are very sensitive to latency and are best located close to large on-premises datasets or in an edge device such as a self-driving car. These are not yet ideal workloads for the cloud. Some legacy applications may simply not have the business case to move to the cloud. Historical regulatory models may also keep some workloads on premises. However, the bulk of IT workloads are well suited to the cloud. Further, like many newer technologies, as cloud performance increases, the workloads not suited to the cloud will become an increasingly small “island.” The cloud is not perfect for everything, but be skeptical of statements claiming a given workload won’t run well in the cloud.

V. WHERE CLOUD COMPUTING EXCELS

Cloud Drives a Better Business and Technology Model

Cloud computing uses new technologies, but just as importantly, it employs a new business model that provides compelling value for businesses and governments. The cloud is not right for all applications. However, with millions of customers using cloud computing, it has proven it can provide superior value in cost, productivity, and business agility. Government customers with the most stringent security needs, such as the CIA, are heavy users of cloud computing. Media customers with the biggest high-bandwidth video needs such as Netflix and ViacomCBS are “all in” on the cloud. Banks and brokerages with the biggest need for transactional certainty such as Capital One, JP Morgan, and Goldman Sachs are heavy users of the cloud. Gaming customers with the biggest need for real-time interactivity such as Zynga are built on the cloud. Early on, companies thought they could innovate faster and operate IT better than the cloud. Today, they’re realizing that even if they have the money and technical skills, they’re unlikely to be better at IT than the cloud. This is similar to the way they realized that the electric grid is better at providing power. Zynga’s story is especially compelling, as they moved off the cloud to their own data centers, believing they could customize their own infrastructure for technically demanding game-specific requirements. They ended up moving back onto the public cloud when they found it had greater scaling, better economics, and faster innovation.55 While cloud computing is still maturing, its direction is clear. Over the long term, we’re moving from a world wherein most enterprise IT is on premises to a world in which most enterprise IT is in the cloud. History shows spending time and resources to maintain past models is unlikely to succeed. It’s better to embrace the “cloud-future” than fight it.

Cost savings is often the starting point for new technology adoption, and enables executives to make the required business case to move to the cloud. In addition to the double-digit annual price-decline data previously shown, an IDC study sponsored by AWS shows 31 percent operational cost savings comparing cloud computing with similar on-premises infrastructure, and 51 percent savings when including IT staff costs and unplanned down time.56 McKinsey has shown that the cloud saves costs across each step of the business system, including 5–10 percent of research and development (R&D) costs, 10–20 percent in supply chain and manufacturing, and 15–20 percent in business support costs.57 These cost savings are backed up by thousands of customer case studies and testimonials.58 To fully achieve these savings users must put in place proper governance and management. Nonetheless, the major drivers of these cost savings are clear:

1. Greater economies of scale and scope, boosted by technical innovation.
2. Better capacity utilization from aggregating millions of customers with different usage profiles. Traditional servers have a 20 percent average utilization rate and, even with virtualization, typically achieve ~50 percent rates, according to IDC. With the public cloud, utilization is well beyond that, and will increase as cloud spot markets grow.

3. Lower management costs from programmable infrastructure and automated tools that drive 62 percent better IT staff productivity.59

4. Variable costs that can scale up and down with business need rather than pay-up-front fixed costs. This avoids capacity shortages or expensive excess capacity, as well as “lumpy” upgrade cycles that are risky and often delayed.

5. Better availability, durability, and resilience through horizontal “scale out” architectures that dynamically shift workloads to resources that run in parallel. Workloads can be spread across different availability zones (60 miles apart with separate telecom, power, flood plains, earthquake zones) and, if desired, in different countries.60 Durability for objects stored in Azure and AWS is at least 99.999999999 percent.

The bigger value from the cloud comes from greater agility, speed, and focus on the core business. At its simplest, the cloud outsources IT functionality and IT management that is not a core competency. Users choose what and how much or little IT they shift to the cloud, depending on their business needs and IT skills. They can outsource a full end-to-end application to the cloud via a SaaS solution, or they can just move back-up and recovery for select workloads. This enables users to move faster, innovate more quickly, and focus on their customers. We’ll discuss how cloud enables agility and speed in more detail below.

The cloud provides global reach. Even the smallest organizations can tap billions of dollars of investment in global infrastructure. Google Cloud service is “available in 200 countries and territories;” AWS “serves over a million active customers in more than 240 countries and territories;” and Microsoft Azure says it is “available in over 140 countries” and is likely well above that.61 Organizations can provide services close to their target markets in order to improve network latency, and store data in designated countries for regulatory purposes. Users can specify where their data is stored and their computing operations run, and can secure them with encryption and a broad range of security tools.

Cloud Is a Rich and Capable Platform, Not Just a Collection of Services
Like many newer technologies, cloud computing is rapidly getting better as it matures. Further, the cloud is not just a “product.” It’s becoming a richer, more capable platform that provides all the major IT services, rapid access to new services such as Internet of Things and ML, and thousands of complimentary services from a large partner ecosystem (figure 9).

Expansive services: IT and beyond. The cloud increasingly provides just about every IT-based service customers need today—and maybe tomorrow. The cloud goes far beyond basic services such as compute, storage and networking. Initially, in services such as relational databases, cloud providers didn’t provide all the features and high-end performance needed by the most advanced users. However, now cloud providers can scale relational databases (from Oracle, Microsoft, MySQL, Postgres) often at lower cost and comparable availability (e.g., multi-region, multi-master services). In addition to traditional relational databases, AWS offers new database
technologies optimized for different kinds of workloads, including NoSQL (unstructured data in web applications), graph relationships (social media), document stores, block chain ledgers, and time-series databases. Even more, cloud providers offer solutions for new application domains, including Internet of things, content delivery and media services, satellite ground stations, robotics, ML, and mixed reality (AR/VR).

**Common architecture, security, and management across the platform.** The major clouds are not just a collection of services. These services leverage common software development architectures, operational models, and management tools within each cloud. They are built on common core technologies and provide common services, including integration, data management, security, and compliance. Cloud platforms are built with application programming interfaces (APIs), which are key to modern service-oriented architectures. APIs expose functionality in standard, reusable ways so other services in the cloud can use them. Cloud platforms also use common billing and cost-management tools. All this lowers costs, increases innovation, and expands capabilities. As a result, customers are able to add new services in just hours or days, without having to learn new skills or enduring slow and expensive deployments.

**Partner ecosystems build on the cloud platform.** The major clouds are platforms that are so rich and deep that they can tackle IT challenges that were not doable before, or were cost-prohibitive. In addition to hundreds of first-party cloud services, thousands of partners use APIs to “plug in” to the major clouds. Because APIs expose functionality in standard, reusable ways, partners build on top of and re-use the functionality of the underlying cloud platform. Keeping with the electric grid analogy, an electric socket is analogous to an API: Any device can plug in to the service and receive electricity so long as its plug is built according to the standard (size, dimensions, load). Cloud APIs enable a huge ecosystem of third parties that offer additional services to plug in to the platform. (Note, APIs also mitigate lock-in by making it easier to unplug). These partner offerings increase the depth and richness of cloud offerings, thereby making the cloud more useful. The cloud platform and partner services are economic complements—each supports the other. The major clouds are ecosystems that offer superior value from the combined offering of the platform, which is greater than what any single company can offer. As a result, the major clouds are starting to exhibit demand-side economies of scale called “network effects,” where by customers and partners go to the platforms that offer the most services and biggest market.
Cloud Lowers Switching Costs Despite Lock-In Concerns, Multi-cloud Best Practices

Customers have concerns about their ability to leave clouds or move workloads across providers. This stems in part from IT industry historical practices. Yet, cloud computing breaks down lock-in. Cloud lowers switching costs (to move to a new provider), increases portability (to move applications and data), and provides more interoperability (to exchange and use information). While concerns are real, cloud technology, economics, and licensing lower lock-in. Customers should use the five approaches below, combined with exit planning, to mitigate risks.
First, the cloud model of pay as you go, only for-what-you-use, ramp-up, and ramp-down, lowers switching costs and increases cost transparency. This stands in contrast to most traditional software agreements that typically require license payments at the start, regardless of actual usage. Traditional multi-year software enterprise agreements also have non-transparent cross subsidization among multiple products. Cloud users receive granular billing that can show what resources were used by which users, in what region, and at what time. Customers should make sure they use the cloud’s built-in tools and cost alarms to manage and lower costs. As an incentive, cloud providers offer volume discounts at the users’ choice, such as Google’s straightforward “Sustained Use Discounts.” To be clear, there still are costs to moving users’ data to exit the cloud, but they are transparent and there are tools to move the data and manage the costs. Customers should also consider the likelihood of actually needing to switch versus a general concern about lock-in.

Second, cloud providers and partners offer server migration and data-transfer tools to move workloads to and from the cloud, diminishing lock-in. These tools automate and simplify the migration process. Cloud providers also offer tools to export users’ virtual machine images. These tools are widely used by customers and partners on a weekly basis. For example, VMware’s leading virtual machine technology works on AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, IBM, and others with “push button” automation moving VMware workloads between premises and the cloud. The cloud providers themselves also have nascent tools that aim to provide more ambitious multi-cloud management. This is in part to win workloads from each other. For example, Google’s Anthos and Microsoft’s Azure Arc help provide an integrated view of users’ IT resources across clouds. IBM and Red Hat also offers multi-cloud tools, technology (e.g., open source frameworks such as Open Stack), and professional services.

Three, users can architect applications using services such as containers, microservices, and APIs to make their workloads more cloud agnostic. These technologies, such as Kubernetes containers, run a workload in smaller independent “packages” that are not dependent on specific features of any one cloud. In that way, they can be moved across different clouds and on-premises. By breaking large applications into smaller pieces (e.g., microservices), applications can be designed so that proprietary services are limited to smaller, clearly defined pieces that can be “designed around” or, if needed, re-implemented. Architecting IT workloads into independent “loosely coupled” services with well-defined interfaces (APIs) makes portability a lot easier. Further, key cloud services are based on publicly available open source alternatives, such as Linux VMs, Kubernetes containers, and Postgres databases.

Fourth, what one customer sees as a proprietary service with switching costs, another customer chooses as value-added innovation. Cloud providers offer higher-level services such as ML that leverage proprietary capabilities. Cloud providers invest in new functionality that is specific to their cloud. While this creates new capabilities, when customers choose to use new proprietary services this also creates some switching costs. However, some level of switching costs (which can be mitigated) is not the same thing as lock-in, and should be weighed against the value of new innovation. Customers can choose what they value most.

Fifth, portability across clouds has costs as well. Designing cloud-agnostic architectures typically creates more complexity and costs for customers. And re-factoring applications so they can be moved in portable containers also has costs, which not every application may justify. Further,
most organizations don’t have enough skills to build and manage cloud computing. Adding multiple cloud providers increases this skill challenge. While the major clouds offer similar services for core capabilities, they are implemented differently. Multiple clouds create a more complex environment, which is one reason why most customers are not using multi-cloud management tools.66 Multiple clouds can also lead to “least common denominator” approaches wherein customers don’t take full advantage of advanced services, which can have big opportunity costs for the business. Customers should evaluate whether multi-cloud tools achieve their goal of provisioning, securing, and managing operations across clouds and on-premises. It remains to be seen whether multi-cloud management offerings such as Google Anthos, Azure Arc, and IBM Red Hat will add sufficient value to offset the additional cost and complexity.

**Primary cloud and multi-cloud best practices.** Many customers concentrate usage on one primary cloud for IaaS and PaaS. They benefit from innovative features, volume discounts, and being able to build skills and IT productivity in their primary cloud. They should design for portability and create exit plans to mitigate lock-in concerns. Exit plans should include clarifying data formats, database schemas, and system dependencies, as well as the actual business need for portability. Deploying cost and usage tools are key to managing costs. These tools are available from cloud providers and from partners such as CloudCheckr, Apptio Cloudability, and CloudChomp. For basic needs, users should avoid operating the same workload across multiple clouds, as the cost and complexity are likely to yield disappointing savings in practice. However, it likely makes sense to add services from other clouds that provide additional capabilities important for their business. Users with distinct business and mission needs are likely to use multiple IaaS-PaaS cloud providers. This is an opportunity to place workloads in the “best of breed” cloud for that service or domain, for example, adding an additional cloud to use their ML service or medical applications from Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare. In this case, it’s better to run a new workload all in one cloud and use different clouds for different workloads. Similarly, it’s more difficult to architect and operate the same workload across multiple clouds. If we include SaaS applications, most customers will be multi-cloud because they are likely to use many SaaS applications, for example, Microsoft Teams for collaboration, SAP Concur for expense management, or Salesforce.com for customer relationship management.

In summary, multi-cloud should be less about spreading basic compute tasks across multiple clouds in an effort to save money and reduce lock in—these goals can be better achieved in other ways. Rather, multi-cloud is better used to capture best-of-breed services across multiple clouds to maximize clouds’ value.

**Cloud Boosts Agility, Speed, and Innovation**

Cost savings are often a starting point for moving to the cloud—and cost is easier to quantify. However, customers say agility, speed, and innovation matter most. Cloud computing enables users to bring products to market faster by experimenting quickly at low cost. An on-demand general-purpose server (8 cores, Linux, 32 GiB memory) costs just $0.384 per hour, lowering the cost of trials and experimentation.67 For example, biotech company Moderna completed the computing for its vaccine in 42 days, compared with the normal 20 months.68 Supersonic-aircraft designer Boom tested hundreds of designs with thousands of flight simulations, using 53 million core hours. Because the cloud can scale-up capacity “horizontally” (using 1,000 machines for 1 hour rather than 1 machine for a 1,000 hours), it can reduce time spent on
product design. Boom is a start-up—the cloud democratizes access to the latest capabilities and scale putting small companies on more equal footing with large corporations and governments.

The cloud enables a business to be more agile by rapidly standing up and tearing down IT capabilities that underpin their operations and workflows. With the cloud, it no longer takes weeks or months to order servers and have IT administrators rack, install, and provision new resources. Instead, compute resources can be provisioned via software tools in just hours or days through the cloud management console. IT is no longer a fixed cost, as it becomes “temporary,” shut off when the task is done. Cloud software development and “DevOps” also bring speed and automation to building and deploying new code, thereby increasing developer productivity. It brings a new culture and organizational approach that enables more rapid software release cycles and rapid product development. This extends into IT management and operations, which are automated via programmatic software controls. The contrast from traditional on-premises environments could not be greater. One customer, following completion of a robust-but-expensive year-long ERP-application on-premises installation said, “Thanks, you’ve just poured concrete over my business.” The cloud is the opposite. It enables speed, scalability, and rapid development that brings a more nimble culture and organizational approach.

Cloud Infrastructure-as-Code Enables Automation, Productivity, and Specialization

We’ve emphasized that in the cloud, IT resources such as servers, storage, and databases are not fixed but can be added or taken down at scale in near real time through software. In contrast, manually provisioned systems with hard-wired dependencies between components are increasingly legacy practices. This has significant implications for how users manage their infrastructure. It drives productivity and flexibility in IT operations, as well as improved security. Software templates digitally describe collections of IT resources (databases, storage, compute virtual machines), their parameters, and any dependencies among them. These templates become “configuration files” the cloud treats as executable software code. That means the templates can be launched, deleted, and managed as a single complete system or “stack.” Further, IT administrators can use these templates to change the IT infrastructure in repeatable, predictable, and auditable ways. In the cloud, we no longer just program an individual application. The whole IT infrastructure itself becomes programmable.

An entire infrastructure with thousands of user accounts can be provisioned across geographic regions at huge scale with only a few key strokes. IT administrators can test, tune, and launch the IT infrastructure in hours from the management console. IT architectures can be consistently cloned with version controls and re-used. The infrastructure itself can also be programmed to automatically respond to events. Run-time metrics can be set to trigger alarms or automated actions. For example, an action command might be: “If increased demand causes performance to fall by 20 percent, then automatically add 5 large servers and load-balance across them.” Performance and compliance can be monitored and optimized in an automated fashion. For advanced users, the software development process itself can be incorporated into this. Software code-pipelines can be built and deployed, and then integrated into the existing IT infrastructure. Notice the specialization and division of labor: The cloud automates the underlying IT so that businesses and governments can devote resources and focus to applications and business processes that help customers and improve outcomes. Once again, the cloud brings cost savings, IT productivity, and business agility. Cloud IT becomes a scalable service in a way that was simply not possible before.
VI. CHALLENGES FOR CLOUD SUCCESS

Like most newer technologies, there are challenges that get in the way of more robust and deep adoption of cloud computing. Some of these issues are not unique to the cloud. Nevertheless, we call out how the cloud heightens their importance or changes how they are addressed. Recurring themes include making cloud simpler and easier to use and providing best-practice guidance and better tooling and automation. The industry is starting to recognize and address these issues. Over time, this will help accelerate adoption and ensure customers get full value from the cloud.

Achieving Stronger Security and Compliance: Automation and Management

Security and compliance can be better in the cloud than on premises, but automation and management are needed to achieve these benefits. The first question many customers ask when moving to the cloud is about security. Security in the cloud is now as good, or in many cases better, than on premises, as the CIO of CIA recently concluded. However, the cloud has a different “shared security” model between the cloud provider and the customer. The cloud provider is responsible for securing the underlying infrastructure of the cloud, while the customer is responsible for what they put in the cloud (e.g., guest operating system, applications, data) or connect to the cloud. The most security-conscious users around the world from intelligence agencies, defense ministries, and banks now rely on cloud computing. Security remains a challenge for all, but these large and sophisticated organizations are demonstrating their confidence in cloud security by moving their workloads to the cloud. They also rely on 90 compliance regimes around the world to prove security is implemented in production, for example, FedRAMP for unclassified U.S. government workloads, SRG IL-6 for secret U.S. Defense Department data, C5 in Germany, G-Cloud in the United Kingdom, GDPR for data privacy in Europe, plus industry-specific regimes such as HIPPA in health care and PCI-DCC for financial payments.

Cloud computing presents new patterns of security, whereas many organizations are comfortable with security models they already know. The cloud provider takes care of physical security (data-center perimeter, rack access, back-up power, etc.) and security controls are implemented in software (hypervisor, operating software, access controls). This is different from users owning or leasing a data center they operate with their own personnel. However, it also offers advantages. Security is now provided by a hardened cloud infrastructure, wherein “best in class” security is a core competency and crucial to the business. Cloud security is the top priority and receives billions of dollars in investment. And customers now only have to worry about a smaller scope (“attack surface”) of IT. They can focus on securing their data, applications, and intellectual property. It also means security is built by design into the cloud platform and each service.

Granular and scalable security policies. Customers use identity and access management (IAM) to set policies that, for example, allow only named users in a specific geographic region to have access to specific IT resources down to specific rows in specific databases at certain times of day. Multifactor authentication validates users not just with a name and password but with an additional code, typically generated from a small hardware device. Users decide which geography to store their data in and where their workloads run. Only users move their data.

Multi-layered security and zero trust. Cloud providers use many layers of security, starting with virtual private networks, sub-network isolation, and web application firewalls. Cloud-scale infrastructure is well positioned to protect against distributed denial of service (DDOS) attacks.
Perimeter defense is insufficient and security extends beyond the network to applications and the data itself. For example, new data loss prevention services use ML to identify anomalous access patterns, such as data that is being accessed by a non-typical user or in an unusual way. Cloud services continuously verify whether a user, machine, or application is “known” and what access and privileges they have. Data is encrypted both at rest when stored and in transit. Further, customers can generate and hold their own encryption keys the cloud provider does not have access to. These approaches are especially important in a cloud world, because the physical location of the resource is not a primary determinant of security.

**Platform security, continuous monitoring, and transparency.** The cloud is well positioned to improve security because it is a platform with common security models, IAM policies, API models, encryption, logging, and monitoring. Cloud configuration tools can ensure predictable and consistent infrastructure builds with pretested security. Continuous monitoring software enforces policies about who has access to what IT resources. This prevents unauthorized configuration changes to software. It also tracks events down to individual API calls, showing who requested what service and when, which is key to security incident response. Monitoring software also provides alerts of common security misconfigurations, such as leaving open certain network ports, allowing public access to storage buckets, or not using strong multifactor authentication on root accounts. Just as infrastructure becomes code, security becomes code.

**Improving security integration, automation, and management.** The richness of the platform can create a stronger security posture. However, it can also be complicated and, as with on-premises, requires dedicated skills. Security was identified as the top cloud challenge by 81 percent of users in the Flexera 2021 State of the Cloud Report.73 Many common vulnerabilities are driven by misconfigured software, not keeping up with a changing IT environment, or customers simply not using available security features. Higher-level services that integrate prescriptive guidance, best practices, and security artifacts into easier-to-use packages would help customers take full advantage of cloud security. Prior efforts can be rationalized into a simpler coherent approach. At premium is simple, specific guidance about who is responsible for what in a shared-responsibility model—and how to best implement it with cloud tools and processes. Cloud providers can work with NIST and others to curate and publish these best practices, and where appropriate, develop them into common industry frameworks.

The cloud is also well positioned to provide better tools that automatically detect and correct vulnerabilities. As the industry has created new defenses, adversaries have responded with new counter-techniques. This “security leapfrog” has created dozens of tools that have their own data formats, interfaces, and management tools. Integrating across these different tools will give customers a more complete view of their security posture. Automation built in to the cloud should also take over more of the continuous monitoring and management. This can make security more consistently deployed, up to date, and easier to use. There are also more opportunities to apply ML (already embedded in the cloud) to sort through the thousands of security events captured in system logs. The cloud itself can proactively correct straightforward vulnerabilities, and surface complex situations for experts to intervene in. Just like in storage and servers, the cloud should manage more of the lower-level security and enable security experts to focus on the most-serious challenges.
Enhancing Governance, Managing IT and Data, and Reducing Complexity

Successful cloud adopters have found that strong governance and management is still required after moving to the cloud. Customer business leaders and IT executives need to jointly govern IT and data, paying special attention to the new methods of the cloud. Surveys show 75 percent of cloud users call out “governance” as a cloud challenge. Customer IT leaders need to set access and security policies and ensure compliance, sometimes across thousands of users. Who gets access to what IT resources and on what terms is especially critical in a cloud environment because thousands of servers can be provisioned in minutes and there is quick console access to powerful services such as facial recognition. IT leaders need to establish baseline infrastructure configurations and set guard rails. Operational performance against service levels should also be managed and improved. This takes on new importance in the cloud, where IT is a service, not a physical asset. IT costs, including any cost-recovery, can be tracked, enforced with automated controls, and allocated across different business owners. Best practices need to be set so IT resources are not unintentionally left running. Again, the cloud provides enhanced visibility and granularity of spending, but also risks from more rapid access via the management console.

Data governance is critical to capturing data's value, and deserves special focus. Data is increasingly recognized as a valuable asset. Customers need to set data-classification tiers, access policies, back-up and recovery (RTO/RPO), and retention policies. Data governance is needed to manage disparate data formats, indexing, and tooling requirements. Technical and organizational guidelines need to ensure data is not bottled up in silos. Especially with cloud scaling, data volumes can get big quickly. Reference architectures that show customers how to stage data differently in the cloud and increase shared access can help. Cloud providers are also maturing new services called “data lakes” that address these needs. Techniques that move compute to the data, rather than the increasingly difficult approach of moving data to compute, are promising.

Reducing complexity. As cloud capabilities grow, complexity grows with it. Complexity is at the root of many challenges. 451 Research's Cloud Price Index tracks 2 million product offerings (SKUs) across AWS, Google, Microsoft, Alibaba, and IBM. Even basic functions like billing can be complicated. Integrating sprawling “point” features and reframing them into higher level services or suites that solve real business needs would help many customers. Cloud services can also be easier for customers to use, with priority focus on better automation. Best-practice content exists in many forms, and can be curated and packaged so it's easier to use. Promising areas include service-level measurement, service-development frameworks, and migration templates. Reducing complexity will also help harden the cloud as it becomes integral to the economy.

More broadly, for all of these needs, the cloud is a new operating model with a distinct culture. To fully capture cloud benefits and mitigate risks, successful adopters have found that strong IT governance is key to building a cloud culture and organization. This involves change, which can challenge existing organizations and depreciate hard-won skills. These concerns need to be
addressed so that the change brought on by cloud can be implemented. Culture and organizational change require special attention and are key enablers in the shift to a cloud world.

Building New Skills and Inclusivity

Cloud computing requires different skills, ranging from cloud-native application development to data architecture to operations. With high unemployment and industry clamoring for skilled employees, this is win-win. Demand for cloud skills far exceeds supply. However, these jobs require new certifications and new experiences. The IT industry and cloud providers offer free training in many formats including online courses, interactive labs, virtual day-long training sessions, and job-based learning paths, in multiple languages. Yet, training doesn’t scale well and requires substantial investment in time and resources. Cloud requires not only new technical skills but also new domain skills and modern workflows throughout the organization. In 2020, Microsoft announced a Global Skills Initiative to reach 25 million people by year-end. AWS announced a goal of training 29 million people globally by 2025, supported by free training. From a business perspective, the providers recognize that the shift to the cloud can be quickened by training customers and partners to better adopt and use the cloud.

From an economic perspective, technology's impact on the level and mix of employment is not new. Like prior skill-based change, the cloud will cause labor market disruptions as demand falls for jobs in traditional areas (server and storage administrators) where cloud automation is more productive (patching, updates). At least since early 19th century England, when “Luddites” smashed textile machinery, technology change has challenged existing skills and organizations. Yet, over time, technology also creates new jobs and organizations adapt. Governments and universities have studied technology-driven job losses and skill shortages and launched workforce training programs to help. Prior Information Technology and Information Foundation (ITIF) research on workforce adjustment also recommends actions to be taken. At the same time, companies and governments need to invest more in training and reskilling. In particular, training can focus on gaps in priority areas such as IT security, data and analytics, and ML. The benefits of the cloud need to be equitably shared and all communities need to be able to participate. Industry can be part of the solution. Building skills and inclusivity can be improved if not quickly solved. We return to this in the government policy section.

Making Cloud Adoption Easier

To accelerate cloud adoption, moving workloads to the cloud needs to be simpler and faster. While cloud automation can make technical deployment easier, for example, provisioning new servers and user accounts, it can be a complicated year-long initiative. The State of the Cloud Report shows understanding application dependencies (51 percent of users), assessing technical feasibility (48 percent), and assessing costs (44 percent) are the top challenges. Challenges to IT projects extend to cloud workloads, but in new ways. Building a clear business case and funding model is a required part of every IT migration. However, the shift from an on-premises capital expenditure model to the cloud’s pay-as-you go model doesn’t always fit with existing budget procedures and can make “apples to apples” cost comparisons difficult. More-automated planning templates can help. Further, customers often don’t have a full view of the resource dependencies (e.g., directories, databases) that are required to move a workload. IT inventory and mapping tools should handle this more quickly and accommodate cloud-specific architectures. Similarly, the cloud’s distinctive approach to security typically requires substantial
advance work with the security organization for approvals. Making the many security artifacts and frameworks simpler to use would help. While there’s no panacea, better integration and automation are a key part of this. Cloud providers also offer free migration tools for servers, databases, and data itself. Expanding their reach to comprehensively cover the end-to-end system (not just pieces) will ease the implementation. Further, better integration across multiple tools and data formats that are part of a migration will help produce a more seamless process and high-performing outcome. More broadly, customers need to better capitalize on the cloud’s capability to quickly stand up pilot workloads to cut through adoption issues. Customers can pilot it rather than debate it. These can be operational pilots with customer data and cloned applications, not just mock-ups. Cloud providers could expand offers for a simple pre-approved pilot as part of every migration, for example for one month or other defined value.

Balancing “lift and shift” versus re-factoring and re-architecting for the cloud. There is no one right answer. Lift and shift, or moving an existing workload in its current structure, is simpler and gets customers to the cloud quickly. However, many important benefits of the cloud (agility, resiliency, managed services) are not captured. Re-architecting and re-factoring applications are more difficult, costly, and time consuming. However, they build the long-term foundations to capture the full cost and business value of the cloud. Customers should use both approaches. Providers and partners can help by developing better tooling to determine which approach to use when moving applications to the cloud. Lift and shift may be sufficient for static, low-value applications, while re-architecting can be the right approach for higher-value applications.

Ensuring organizational incentives and alignment. Aligning business or mission owners and IT leaders is a best practice, and becomes crucial given the cloud brings a new operating model. Hence, customer executive sponsorship is critical to resolve the inevitable implementation challenges. Many cloud initiatives stall after an initial project. Executive leadership helps drive broader adoption of production workloads and encourages enterprise-wide impact. This is not just a technology discussion but a conversation about business value and the accompanying business transformation that is needed. Early adopters have found that a cloud “center of excellence” creates an organizational home to support adoption and capture best practices. It’s worth exploring whether elements of this could be translated into more standardized repeatable templates.

Engaging partners to help address the skills gaps that are a big part of cloud adoption challenges. Migration at scale requires “softer” organizational transformation and operational skills, in addition to “hard” technical skills. This is not unique to the cloud, but the newness of the cloud can exacerbate this challenge. Partners often play a key role in the actual migration process. However, many partners are still building the same new cloud capabilities as customers. This will resolve in time as partners invest to capture the business opportunity. Today, many partners have business conflicts because the cloud is cannibalizing existing revenue streams even as it’s opening up opportunities. Cloud providers understand the importance of partners. Yet, they can help ease the transition through partner programs that more substantially improve the cost-benefit for partners and grow partner migration capacities. This can target key areas that often block migrations such as databases, mainframes, and security.
Adapting to Hybrid Cloud, the Emerging Edge, and 5G

The cloud is becoming a continuum of computing choices. The cloud is not just the central core. It is extending to local city facilities, on-premises data centers, and edge devices. Data is growing particularly at the edge of the network, generated by machines and devices, which is creating new computing demands. These large data volumes will need to be managed and secured. Some edge applications, such as autonomous vehicles, will require near-real-time processing, and IT systems will need to determine what data will be locally processed and stored, and what will be sent to the central cloud. The key is each location and workload presents choices and trade-offs about what is most important for an application and for the customer's business priorities.

Hybrid cloud computing is more a transition than a long-term design goal. The hybrid cloud approach emerged from contrasting a central remote cloud utility with on-premises customer computing. In part, this reflects the history of IT models shifting from centralized computing, such as mainframes, to distributed models such as PCs and mobile devices. The idea of hybrid cloud combines central cloud computing and traditional on-premises IT so that they work together. Industry politics and competitive positioning also play into this debate. The reality is the bulk of 20-plus years of IT spending remains on premises, making the hybrid cloud a part of the IT landscape. Yet, many workloads are being moved to, or newly built in, the cloud. It will be a hybrid world for many years, given the time and effort to migrate to the cloud. Hence, many organizations will need some kind of hybrid-cloud approach to manage the transition. We caution that hybrid is more a transition than a long-term design goal for most IT and most users. Both cloud providers and traditional IT vendors have invested in tools and gateways to move applications and data to and from the cloud and manage it securely. Users need to locate IT resources where their applications' needs are best met. This should be driven by factors like cost, performance, proximity to data, and regulation. (Note, hybrid cloud is not the same thing as multi-cloud; see endnote.)

Multiple new edge services are emerging. Cloud solutions such as AWS Outposts and Azure Stack can address many on-premises needs. These solutions are racks of hardware, software, and networking that are largely the same as what the cloud provider uses in their own data centers. They are physically installed in the customers’ data centers, but the cloud services are extended to these on-premises racks. They are logically controlled by and integrate with the cloud’s management tools. They are well suited to run workloads that need to be near-to large on-premises data stores or local industrial applications that are sensitive to delay. Alternatively, Google uses a service mesh to run containers on a customer’s premises. Cloud providers are also offering new “mini” availability zones, such as AWS Local Zones and Microsoft Azure Edge Zones. These don’t have the full capability of classic cloud regions but extend capabilities closer to users at the edge of the network. This is important for latency-sensitive workloads, and will push cloud infrastructure to cities and places that don’t have the scale to justify the $1 billion required for a full region.

For smaller form factors designed for disconnected or low-connectivity environments, AWS offers its Snow family of suitcase-sized products and Azure offers Data Box. Their original purpose was to transfer large data stores to the cloud. However, Snowball Edge has evolved into a ruggedized computing platform that extends cloud devices into field operations, including oil platforms, aircraft, ships, and military operations. It does not provide the full cloud experience with a select few services, but pushes the cloud even deeper into edge workloads. With the emergence of 5G
wireless, cloud providers are exploring ways of extending cloud services to swarms of mobile, connected devices. AWS has created Wavelength Zones and Microsoft has “Azure Edge Zones With Carrier” installed in wireless carriers’ data centers. 5G devices can reach application servers running in these Zones, offload compute to the cloud, and take advantage of familiar cloud services, tools, and APIs—without leaving the carriers’ network. Cloud providers are investing apace in new IoT services and devices to capitalize on 5G networks.

**Autonomous vehicles as an edge example.** A self-driving car generates 4,000 gigabytes of data per day and requires split-second response times.\(^8\) It would be prohibitively expensive to process and store all this data locally in the car, in addition to the added weight and size. The central cloud is better for this. However, cars require millisecond decisions about when to stop, accelerate, or turn. The latency (delay) of moving and processing this data to and from the cloud core is unacceptable for moving vehicles, so some of the data will need to be stored and processed locally in the car. New software architectures will evolve that process and store some data locally, while sending other data to the cloud core. ML will likely play a role, training models (e.g., how to steer a car) on large datasets in the cloud core, while algorithms will run locally executing specific decisions (e.g., “the traffic light has changed to green, accelerate now”).

**The explosion of data at the edge and new edge architectures.** Local edge applications and new IoT services will create new demands to process, manage, and secure data locally. New software architectures from other vendors (e.g., telecoms, industrial software providers) may emerge as alternatives or, more likely, complements to the cloud. Cloud services are already moving closer to the edge, and it will be hard to match the scale, cost, and diversity of services in the cloud. Cloud architectures will adapt but are still emerging. For customers, the key is to make choices about where applications reside, considering such factors as cost, latency, user experience, and proximity to data and compute power. Customers should strive for the same control plane, tools, and APIs, and have clear security models. At a minimum, robust integration services will be needed. Otherwise, inconsistency will create complexity and cost, and become unmanageable.

**VII. A POLICY AGENDA FOR CLOUD COMPUTING**

The cloud has become an economy-scale platform that drives growth, productivity, and innovation. Its increasing pervasiveness and potent capabilities are drawing interest from government policymakers and administrators. This will only grow. We outline below five key steps policymakers should take to support the development and adoption of cloud computing. While some may want less government action and others may want more, these calibrated measures address priority policy concerns in a flexible, market-driven fashion. This will likely produce better outcomes than reactive “after the crisis” responses, or heavy-handed ex ante intervention.

**1. Accelerating Adoption**

Governments have taken first steps to achieve cost savings and program benefits in their own operations by moving to the cloud.\(^8\) Yet, too many still rely on older legacy systems. Indeed, the need for cloud was vividly demonstrated when unemployment insurance websites on traditional infrastructure were overwhelmed with COVID-created demand. In contrast, cloud auto-scaling is expressly designed to handle surges without service disruption. These recommendations are framed in the U.S. context, but likely apply elsewhere.
Federal Cloud Modernization Moon Shot
Federal “Cloud First” and “Smart Cloud” policies helped federal agencies start the cloud migration process. Ten years later, governments should build on these policies to aggressively move to the cloud in order to improve citizen services, strengthen IT security, and lower costs.

- **Modernize federal civilian IT in a decade.** The Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the federal CIO council, and the federal CTO should lead a “moon shot” initiative to modernize as practical all federal civilian workloads over a decade, targeting at least 10 percent of these workloads a year. This would ambitiously involve migrating thousands of applications and workloads per year, with cloud as the default option. Private clouds for sensitive data and on-premises modernization would remain an option for limited cases, where specifically justified and approved. Federal CIOs would need “modernization factories” and to mobilize the federal IT partner community to scale this effort. This would provide a proving ground for agile, scalable migration methodologies. Admittedly, new approaches will be needed to achieve this goal. The CIO council would need to set a baseline of systems to move, and then set, measurable, agency-specific outcome goals such as the number of target workloads, servers, and petabytes of data moved, cost savings, and priority programs supported. Federal CIOs should prioritize all major systems and then define a plan to move them in smaller stages, learning along the way. This would be supported by the U.S. Digital Service and the Technology Modernization Fund. While this goal may not be fully achievable, the decade-long Federal Data Center Optimization Initiative targeted closing ~10 percent of federal data center square footage a year with goals and gains in cost savings, server virtualization and utilization, and energy efficiency. Even so, a decade is arguably too long, given the age and security risks of much of federal IT. Yet, the diversity and scale of workloads will make this a big challenge. The CIO council and a modernization moon shot implementation office should provide biannual public progress reports to spur action across federal, state, and private-sector IT, as well as drive alignment with the large federal IT community. Based on these learnings, state legislators should also mandate that state CIOs do essentially the same.

- **Leverage the budget.** The U.S. federal government is the largest technology buyer, spending well over $100 billion a year. Federal, state, and local governments should use their own spending to double-down on successful initiatives, especially the federal Technology Modernization Fund. The federal Technology Modernization Fund, which provides additional funding and expertise to upgrade and transform IT systems, should be increased to $10 billion a year, or roughly 10 percent of the federal IT budget. This would fund the federal cloud modernization moon shot. In addition, the “re-payment” requirement should be aggressively lowered for moon shot projects, with more funding for more important systems, according to criteria developed by OMB. This is a big funding increase, but would place the government at the low end of the target share of IT spending dedicated to modernization. It’s not just money. Careful governance and program support are also needed. Yet, modernization funds can help get out of the trap where appropriations only support ongoing operations, leaving few funds to move to lower-cost modern systems. Spending should prioritize domains with public impact such as IT security, health care, education, and benefit payments and fraud.
Reform procurement policy. Procurement rules should be implemented neutrally so new technologies such as cloud are not penalized. Contracting officials need training on the cloud model and how to align it with procurement best practices. OMB, General Services Administration (GSA), and the CIO council need to ensure the buying process supports pay-as-you-go pricing models, not just a fixed price, one-time CapEx purchase. Procurement should also accommodate multi-year service spending, despite annual budget cycles. GSA should also consider expanding use of government-wide contracting vehicles for civilian agencies, as has been done in defense (JEDI, DEOS contracts) and national security (C2S, C2E contracts). These issues have been addressed case by case, but need more predictability, scale, and simplicity.

Spurring Adoption by the Private Sector
Government can also use its multiple policy levers and programs to encourage broader adoption by the private sector.

- Use the “bully pulpit.” Government should build on its history of accelerating new markets and galvanize action by highlighting the cloud’s impact on improving mission and program outcomes. A series of high-level events (e.g., by the secretary of Commerce or secretary of Defense) showing examples of cloud impact will send a strong message to organizations that may still be hesitant to adopt cloud. Indeed, CIA’s early adoption of cloud computing in 2013 led many in the private sector to consider the cloud.  

- Use standards and goals to spur adoption. Government can drive standards and goals in its own massive IT operations, including in the federal cloud modernization moon shot. For data center energy efficiency, OMB, NIST, and DOE’s Office of Energy Efficiency should work with industry (e.g., Uptime Institute) to update ambitious data center efficiency goals—similar to public auto fuel efficiency goals. For IT operations productivity, OMB, NIST, and the CIO Council can build benchmarks and service development frameworks. These can build on ITIL concepts, ISO standards, or create new goals and benchmarks similar to a JD Power ranking. In addition, NIST should evaluate the effectiveness of multi-cloud management tools, including the need for any standards.

- Leverage R&D partnerships. Robust computing is key to addressing the largest public challenges, including health care research and climate change. The federal government is the largest funder of basic research. Government should leverage cloud capabilities in public research initiatives across university consortia (e.g., CloudBank), industry labs, and government research agencies. Twenty-two universities have proposed creating a national research cloud. Cloud should also be included in federal supercomputing programs. NSF has experience leading these efforts, including addressing funding policies such as overhead charges and “life of grant” rules that can discriminate against cloud. Many technical agencies and government labs, including at NASA and in the departments of Energy, Defense, and Commerce, are also using the cloud. In addition to driving research programs, R&D partnerships can develop cloud performance test beds and demonstration projects.

- Include cloud resources in NIST’s Manufacturing Extension Program, especially to help small and medium businesses. This program should offer training resources on using cloud computing in manufacturing settings and package best-practice examples of
manufacturing companies using cloud services. It could also include technical assistance from the cloud providers to run pilot workloads.

- **Prevent cloud discrimination globally through international trade agreements.** China has multiple restrictions on foreign cloud providers. The United States should engage China to allow majority foreign ownership and enable greater market access for foreign cloud providers. Moreover, the United States Trade Representative (USTR) should continue to push back against foreign discriminatory efforts to build domestic cloud computing champions. For example, Europe’s Gaia-X project should enable full participation, including on the Board of Directors, by European subsidiaries of international companies that meet the public-stated requirements.

In addition, at least seven countries have adopted digital services taxes (DST) and more are considering them. DSTs can discriminate against the cloud by singling out digital services for taxation and in practice can apply almost exclusively to U.S. companies. USTR should continue leveraging the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) for a multilateral solution to DSTs, and supplement it with bilateral agreements as needed.

Data localization laws are also harmful to economic prosperity, and their goals are better achieved via other methods. The United States should work with OECD, G20, and the World Trade Organization on data sovereignty to protect user data, maintain trust in the cloud, and achieve policy goals transparently (see data governance recommendations).

- **Shared data demonstration project.** To showcase the benefits of cloud data sharing, the federal government should in less than one year create a large-scale data demonstration project to create a cloud data lake based on public data. This could focus on a priority public need such as a “life sciences-health care” data cloud as part of the COVID response, including public data from the National Institutes of Health, the Food and Drug Administration, the Department of Health and Human Services, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, and others. Alternatively, it could be a geospatial data cloud with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the U.S. Geological Survey to develop and test responses to climate change.

### 2. Improving Security and Resilience: Government-Industry Collaboration Program

Cloud computing improves IT security, but also creates new challenges. As the cloud grows and becomes a more critical infrastructure that is concentrated in a handful of cloud providers, government concerns about security, resilience, and systemic risk will grow. Given many prior cybersecurity breaches in traditional IT environments, of which Solar Winds is just the latest, government-industry cloud security efforts should intensify to address this foundational priority. President Biden issued an executive order on May 12, 2021 to improve the country’s cybersecurity and protect federal networks, which took several steps in this direction. Further actions are needed, including combining it with the proposed modernization moon shot to actually fund and modernize code and systems, in addition to the order’s process improvements.

- **Cloud collaboration program: data, dialogue, and action plans.** The federal government needs to deepen its relationship with cloud providers, coordinating its multiple conversations about cloud security and resilience across different agency touchpoints in a more regular
This is a mechanism for federal agencies and cloud providers to share data, dialogue, and develop actions in ongoing and technically informed consultations. This collaboration could potentially build on the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) IT Sector Coordinating Council, for example, in a smaller, high-level, cloud working group.

For example, DHS’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and the federal CIO council should regularly review cyberattack data, service outages, compliance program effectiveness, new technologies, and other industry developments. The May 12 order helpfully instructed CISA to develop a cloud-security technical reference architecture, a cloud-service governance framework, and risk-based data classification tiers. CISA will need the cloud providers technical input to construct this. And instead of one-off reports that often languish, CISA and the major cloud providers should engage in periodic implementation reviews and course-corrections. This program could also coordinate cloud provider input in other areas such as supply chain security, threat information sharing, and cyber-breach remediation. Security best practices formed by the program should be developed into an industry code or certification, likely building on NIST’s Cybersecurity Framework. Government tech modernization funds can be prioritized to support these efforts. For the private sector, cybersecurity risks are covered in corporate risk disclosures to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) but are unevenly implemented. The SEC, with participation by CISA, should evaluate the effectiveness of the 2018 SEC guidance on cybersecurity risks.

**Simplify legal and compliance.** Dozens of security legal requirements, compliance certifications, and industry frameworks have proliferated. They take too long to get protections in place, absorb limited resources, and can create vulnerability “seams” between certifications. OMB, CISA, and the U.S. CIO council should rethink and rationalize certifications built on a select core (e.g., FedRAMP, DOD SRG, CJIS). This is a big task but could build on the Cloud Security Alliance’s Cloud Controls Matrix and NIST’s security control framework. The May 12 order took steps in this direction, but we need actual rationalization to reduce the overlap of frameworks. This would reduce duplication, costs, and barriers for smaller businesses. It would also increase effectiveness and speed. Compliance rules also need to be implemented in technology-neutral ways so they don’t discriminate against the cloud. NIST should review security standards and make recommendations to ease this.

The key FedRAMP certification also needs to be modernized, including more reciprocal acceptance across agencies. FedRAMP needs a more automated certification process across the lifecycle from initial authorization to monitoring (starting with FedRAMP Low). This will increase speed and reduce costs, since every service and major feature for each provider must be certified for each geographic region in which it operates. The May 12 order can help but GSA’s FedRAMP Office needs to provide specific implementation steps to make this actionable. See prior ITIF research for more FedRAMP actions.

**Smarter tooling and automation.** Greater integration of different security tool formats is needed to provide security professionals a more timely and end-to-end view of their security posture. Better automation of security processes is needed to help security teams detect and quickly respond to security threats. Cloud is well positioned to help, given common security models are built in. To encourage private sector implementation, NIST
should make this a best practice in its cybersecurity guidelines and CISA should include this in its advisories. Further, this needs to be prioritized in procurement policies. The Federal Acquisition Regulation Council should recommend changes to achieve this, including giving higher weight to these requirements in request for proposals.

3. Preserving Competition

Regulators are increasingly concerned about tech platforms, especially in the consumer Internet context. This includes content regulation and social media (e.g., U.S. “section 230” debate), sales of illegal goods, and providers favoring their own first-party services over third parties in search, online advertising, mobile app stores, and retail e-commerce. In enterprise infrastructure, the context is different and the actors are typically organizations with significant technical and legal sophistication—not individual consumers. Yet, cloud computing is a part of this larger debate.

- **It's hard to justify ex ante competitive guidelines.** Cloud adoption is early (<10 percent of global IT spending) and there is little evidence of a problem. Cloud expressly provides customers with multiple approaches to lower switching costs and increase portability. Moreover, cloud provides compelling customer benefits. The proposed EU Digital Markets Act addresses many consumer Internet protection issues, yet it has very broad reach and would likely be counterproductive for enterprise cloud computing.

- **Focus on conduct issues, not structure.** Cloud computing’s early years show competition and rapid innovation. Given the high capital intensity and economies of scale, cloud markets are unlikely to have dozens of IaaS providers. The cloud industry has relatively high concentration ratios and a handful of scale providers that compete aggressively. This should not be seen as a problem in and of itself, as long as cloud providers continue to compete fairly and invest robustly. However, acquisitions that would materially increase market concentration or capture sole-source capabilities should be carefully reviewed. Regulators should focus on potential conduct issues. These could include exclusionary behavior or contracts that require a customer to use a particular cloud provider or prevent the use of other clouds. Similarly, behavior or measures that require customers to use multiple services they would not otherwise use would be a concern. For example, requiring customers who want to use ML to also use analytics services would in the absence of other customer benefits cause concern. Since the major clouds are platforms, behavior or measures that unfairly discriminate against third parties on the platform or unfairly advantage their own first-party services over third parties also need to be reviewed carefully.

- **A customer bill of rights for workload portability.** The industry has several technical groups developing portability standards, including the IEEE Computer Society on cloud portability and interoperability (P2301/P2302), the International Standards Organization (ISO/IEC 19941), and others. The industry should advance these efforts. For example, principles could include customers owning their own data and their applications, having the right to move them, having performant tools to move data and workloads, receiving notice and transparency about portability restrictions, and having access to rapid dispute resolution. Portability efforts should focus on lower-level IaaS services such as compute and storage that are technically more mature and common to most workloads. Higher-level PaaS and SaaS services have many more providers and much greater product
differentiation. PaaS and SaaS also have much lower entry and exit costs because providers can build on top of IaaS platforms rather than build their own. One starting point is to identify any technical or contractual restraints that limit users’ ability to move workloads and lack justifiable purposes. For example, license portability allows customers to “bring your own license” they’ve previously purchased to a cloud or on-premises provider of their choice. Where appropriate, best practices could be stipulated in government buying rules.

4. Strengthening Data Governance: Cross-Border Data Confidence-Building Measures

Governments are increasingly interested and assertive in data governance, including data residency (also called data localization) and data sovereignty (compelled access to data by another government).

Data residency: technical confidence-building measures not “Maginot lines.” Governments around the world regulate whether government data and citizen data are stored, copied, or transit outside of their geographic boundaries. Cloud can enable cross-border data flows, which are increasingly integral to the global economy. Of 29 surveyed OECD countries, 11 have some kind of data localization rules that require data be stored in-country, as do major non-OECD countries such as China, Russia, and Indonesia. Yet, it’s not economically viable for each country to have its own cloud. National clouds often become expensive, legacy “white elephant” investments. This is illustrated by Microsoft Cloud Deutschland, which didn’t succeed in the world’s fourth-largest economy (Germany). Microsoft Cloud Deutschland required a German data trustee and was isolated from Microsoft’s global network; it’s now being closed in favor of Microsoft’s global Azure cloud. Because many businesses operate globally, rigid data-residency rules are likely to impose a large cost on economic growth.

▪ Governments don't need to localize data behind their physical borders to secure their data. The cloud provides granular controls so governments can isolate where their data is stored and who has access to it, as well as enforce and audit the controls. As a starting point, governments should drive adoption of these geographic-location and access tools. To encourage use, periodic disclosures to regulators of adoption of these tools should be required. As part of these disclosures, customers should use data-classification tiers that have increasing security requirements for data with greater sensitivity and impact.

▪ Governments and cloud providers should develop technical confidence-building measures (CBMs) demonstrating that logical software controls can be just as effective, or more so, than residency rules to keep data secure. For example, encrypted data outside a government’s territory is often more secure than unencrypted data stored in its territory. Moreover, many security concerns are independent of where the data is physically stored. Security breaches often come from compromised credentials or insider threats—that are independent of location. As part of the CBMs, a joint industry-government program should develop reference designs and technical artifacts demonstrating how cloud provides data security. CBM programs promise more actual security than data localization which, like the Maginot Line in WWII, may be bypassed and may provide a false sense of security. Government agencies and cloud providers can jointly review continuous monitoring data, IAM policies, and API logs in regular consultations.
building trust not just technology. The CBM program is integral to providing technical expertise, data, and dialog to ensure governments trust and verify cloud controls.

Data Sovereignty. Data sovereignty concerns can arise when a government compels a cloud provider to provide access to data from another country or its citizens. Data in the cloud may be subject to the laws of another country, even if the data is not in the requesting country. This challenge is not specific to the cloud, but the global reach of the cloud and its architecture can make this a bigger issue. Data is subject to the laws of other countries through traditional (though often slower) methods such as mutual legal assistance treaties and Letters Rogatory, often used in criminal law enforcement. The March 2018 U.S. CLOUD Act responded to this challenge in part, but also raised concerns.\textsuperscript{119} The issue presents a thorny dilemma with no perfect answer. Mechanisms that can help include 1) disclosing government requests so they can be addressed in direct talks between the parties; 2) developing strong criteria that must be met before the cloud provider turns over data, including an appeal mechanism; 3) creating bilateral or multi-country data access agreements such as the new U.S.-U.K. data sharing agreement; and 4) using techniques such as encryption or tokenization to mitigate these concerns.

5. Promoting Skills and Inclusivity via a Public-Private Training Partnership

Cloud computing presents an opportunity to train a broader set of people with new skills so that the benefits of technology growth are more widely shared. Communities that are not well represented in technology need greater access and participation. These are imperatives from a policy perspective and will help achieve the full public benefits of the cloud. New technologies often create and destroy jobs, changing the pattern of employment. Public-private cloud training partnerships can and should do more to help address these needs. There is no broad-based national effort to address these needs. While cloud providers have employee training and public outreach programs, they are fragmented. New approaches and investment are required to make training more scalable, effective, and inclusive. At the same time, private education and training institutions are looking for new, more economically sustainable models and can play a greater role. The COVID-19 pandemic has made this even more urgent.

The time is ripe for a national initiative on a public-private technology training partnership, accompanied by a G-7 summit with funding commitments to training, re-skilling, and inclusivity. This should include state and local governments and incorporate community colleges and apprenticeships, not just four-year universities. Prior ITIF research makes the case for a strong “re-employment system.”\textsuperscript{120} Cloud training could be combined with other priority areas such as ML and cybersecurity. Alternative IT certifications from institutions beyond four-year colleges could be part of this program. For example, Northern Virginia Community College offers a Cloud Computing degree, the Louisiana Community and Technical College System is creating an associate degree in cloud computing, and the Career Colleges Trust in the United Kingdom is developing a two-year course in cloud computing. The cloud providers can contribute funding, help develop curricula, and improve access to jobs. Training and re-skilling are integral to more broadly sharing the benefits of cloud computing and proactively including all communities in the cloud and technology industry.
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ENDNOTES


3. Author’s calculation from Gartner data. Cloud spending market share includes SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, plus Gartner includes BPaaS or “Business Process as a Service.” Over time, many services (if not all) will fit this BPaaS definition as “software eats the world” and digitization of the economy increases. Further comments on BPaaS are in endnote 29. Total IT spending includes the >$1 trillion a year spent on IT services. “Gartner Forecasts Worldwide Public Cloud End-User Spending to Grow 23 percent in 2021,” April 21, 2021; “Gartner Forecasts Worldwide IT Spending to Reach $4 Trillion in 2021,” April 7, 2021.


5. The table captures the vast majority of typical workloads. There are always nuances and border cases. For a primer on what is cloud, see, for example, the Atlantic Council. Simon Handler, Lily Liu, and Trey Herr, “Dude, where’s my cloud? A guide for wonks and users,” Atlantic Council, September 28, 2020,https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/cloud-security-amp-policy/.

6. For example, some customers will start by shifting individual applications to SaaS such as email and calendaring to Microsoft 365, Expense management to SAP Concur, or customer relationship software to Salesforce.com. Others will adopt cloud storage such as Box. Some businesses will keep their applications on premises but use the cloud IaaS for back-up and recovery. This reflects different customer segments that have different priorities, needs, and skill levels. We discuss this in the section on “multiple market segments.”
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